Widespread social, cultural and/or economic impact

At a tipping point on the path to scale

Multi-sector collaboration ready for signed memorandum of understanding

Proof of concept complete

High-level institutional endorsement and required commitment to process

Discreet projects with an end outcome (no endowment)

DO I HAVE A BIG IDEA?

UC San Diego or academy impact

Program designed for one target population/need

UC San Diego partners

Demonstrated early concept, model or strong collaboration

Traditional application and process

Could be an endowment-funded project that requires matching or new funds

OR A LARGE FUNDING NEED?

ARE YOU BIG-IDEA READY?

If your project meets a majority of these criteria, you may have a Big Idea. If so, please contact Foundation Relations at foundationrelations@ucsd.edu.

If your project meets a majority of these criteria, we are happy to work with you to determine other funding opportunities or additional resources.